Data analysis of assorted serum peptidome profiles.
Discovery of biomarker patterns using proteomic techniques requires examination of large numbers of patient and control samples, followed by data mining of the molecular read-outs (e.g., mass spectra). Adequate signal processing and statistical analysis are critical for successful extraction of markers from these data sets. The protocol, specifically designed for use in conjunction with MALDI-TOF-MS-based serum peptide profiling, is a data analysis pipeline, starting with transfer of raw spectra that are interpreted using signal processing algorithms to define suitable features (i.e., peptides). We describe an algorithm for minimal entropy-based peak alignment across samples. Peak lists obtained in this way, and containing all samples, all peptide features and their normalized MS-ion intensities, can be evaluated, and results validated, using common statistical methods. We recommend visual inspection of the spectra to confirm all results, and have written freely available software for viewing and color-coding of spectral overlays.